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Abstract: Various simulator systems for surgery training have been developed and recently become more widely

utilized with technology advancement and change in medical education adopting actively simulation-based training.

The authors have developed tissue-instrument interaction modeling and graphical simulation algorithms for an arthroscopic

surgery training simulator system. In this paper, we propose algorithms for basic surgical techniques, such as cutting,

shaving, drilling, grasping, suturing and knot tying for rotator cuff surgery. The proposed method constructs a virtual

3-dimensional model from actual patient data and implements a real-time deformation of the surgical object model

through interaction between ten types of arthroscopic surgical tools and a surgical object model. The implementation

is based on the Simulation Open Framework Architecture (SOFA, Inria Foundation, France) and custom algorithms

were implemented as pulg-in codes. Qualitative review of the developed results by physicians showed both feasibility

and limitations of the system for actual use in surgery training.
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1. Introduction

Minimally invasive or endoscopic surgery has the

advantage of reducing trauma and pain, helping patients

to recover quickly [1-2], and helping to use less analgesics

[1]. In addition, minimally invasive surgery has the profits

of providing higher positional accuracy [2]. However,

minimally invasive surgery is limited in its location around

the insertion point [3], low degree of freedom [2], lack

of visualization [4], difficulty in covering all related

areas within the lesion [4]. For these reasons, trainees

who are unfamiliar with minimally invasive surgery have

difficulties learning it [5-6]. Although accurate data are

not available, it is a known fact that several repetitions

are required to learn minimally invasive arthroscopic

surgery [7]. Training is usually performed using animals

or patients. However, living animals are very different

from humans with respect to body structure. Additionally,

they are expensive and their use is associated with ethical

issues [8]. There is a growing interest in virtual simulations

as a way to reduce these risks and to enable repeated

training and a kind of rehearsal method for surgery

planning [9-15]. In virtual simulator, it is important to

reproduce the similar environment and physical forces,

so augmented realistic interface, haptic feedback were

adapted to reduce the gap between real and simulation

[16-18].

Typical arthroscopic surgical simulators include

ArthroS (VertaMed, Switzerland) [19] and ArthroMentor

(Simbionix, USA) [10]. VertaMed ArthroS offers a good

way of learning to operate a surgical tool because here,

the operator manipulates the simulator using real surgical

tools. However, ArthroMentor cannot be used for training

of some operations necessary for Bankart lesion procedure

or surgery for rotator cuff tear [10].
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In this paper, we propose an arthroscopic training

simulator to provide training on various arthroscopic

procedures such as surgery for rotator cuff tear using

actual patient data. The main structure of the simulator

is divided into two parts. The first is the 3D modeling

method for the simulation, and the second is the surgery

training simulation algorithm using this model. The

surgery simulation algorithm is divided into six operations:

cutting, shaving, drilling, suturing and grasping, and

knot tying.

II. Method - 3D Modeling

For the simulation of arthroscopic surgery, three types

of models - body structure, surgical tools, and thread -

are used. First, we used the computerized tomography

(CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data of a

real patient to create a 3D model of body structure, which

is the object of the surgery. To improve the accuracy of

surgical training simulation, 3D arthroscopic images were

made by the actual arthroscopic images of the patients.

As shown in Fig. 1, the body structure of the patient is

segmented from CT and MRI images using the Medical

Imaging Interaction Toolkit (MITK), and three-dimensional

models of bones and muscles are generated from the

segmentation results. The complexity of the simulation

depends on the number of meshes in the 3D model, so

that the appropriate number of meshes are generated

using the re-meshing function of the MITK. The generated

3D model is refined using Blender or Maya and the texture

is applied. The simulator can generate the volumetric

structure directly from the surface mesh data, but it was

created separately in advance to reduce simulation execution

time. To be specific, Gmsh [20] was used to generate volume

data from the surface structure, which was used as an

input to the simulation. 

3D models of surgical instruments have also been

generated from measured values of surgical instruments.

Table 1 shows the surgical operation and 3D model image

of each surgical tool. Each surgical tool is modeled by

dividing it into the handle and the parts to be operated

on. Each algorithm controls the parts performing the

surgery, and the handle part moves in conjunction with

the haptic device.

A 3D model of surgical threads was designed as a

mass-spring model connected in series [21]. All points

and lines of thread model are generated using the Gmesh

program. Each point of the thread is connected using

strong spring forcefield. The self-collision is applied to

the model. The maximum speed of the threads was limited

to prevent jitter caused by large movements in haptic

manipulation [22].

III. Method - Surgery Training Simulation

The rotator cuff consists of four small muscles that

wrap around the shoulder, and the rotator cuff tear is

the state in which one of these muscles is torn and the

muscles and tendons are retracted [23]. Fixed to the

humerus through surgery, the tissue can recover its function.

This operation is performed through the following steps

while viewing the endoscopic (arthroscopic) image of

the inside of the joint. First, the operator cuts the biceps

with scissors, and uses the shaver and the electrocautery

instruments to trim between the joints to complete the

intra-articular procedure. Then, the arthroscope is

reinserted into the subacromial space and the tissue is

trimmed to secure the operative space. After the bony

spur is removed with a burr instrument, the rupture area

is refined by the shaver and electrocautery instruments.

Then, using the burr again, the position to insert a

screw is refined, and a hole is drilled in the bone using

the awl instrument, and the anchor is inserted. Then,

the operator uses a scorpion needle instrument to fix

the thread to the bone, and the thread is pulled out

using a retriever and a hook instrument. Finally, knot

tying is performed using a knot pusher, and the operation
Fig. 1. Segmentation of desired position in MITK
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is completed by cutting the thread using a cutter.

The simulation consists of six operations - cutting,

shaving, drilling, grasping, suturing, and knot tying -

that make up this rotator cuff tear surgery. Each surgical

tool and surgical operation are shown in Table 1, and the

operation of the hook and the retriever is implemented

by utilizing the basic function of the simulation open

framework architecture (SOFA) [24], which is the open

source framework and the basis of this simulation. The

SOFA consists of a mechanical model with physical

entities such as points, masses, and forces required to

implement physical simulations, a collision model that

handles collisions, and a visual model that performs

rendering tasks. In this study, we used the frameworks

Table 1. Surgical operation, Object, and 3D model of surgical tools

Surgical tools Operation Object 3d model

Scissors Cutting Muscle, tendon

Cutter Cutting Thread

Burr Shaving Bone

Shaver Shaving Muscle, tendon

Electrocautery Shaving Muscle, tendon

Awl Drilling Bone

Retriever Grasping Thread  

Grasper Grasping Muscle, tendon

Scorpion needle Grasping, Suturing Muscle

Knot pusher Knot tying Thread
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EulerImplicitSolver and CGLinearSolver to construct

the mechanical model through finite element method

(FEM). The boundary condition for the FEM simulation

set as default values in SOFA was used and a few externally

adjustable parameters such as Young’s modulus of the

object were set empirically through repeated experiments

of the simulator. The collision model uses bounding volume

hierarchies with AABB tree structure, a point tool for

the surgical tool, and a triangle model for tissues. The

collision model and the visual model are mapped with

the mechanical model. When the collision model is deformed,

the deformation is transferred to the mechanical model

through reverse mapping, following which the mapping

is transferred to the visual model.

1. Cutting

Surgery for rotator cuff tear involves severing of

muscles or tears, so the most commonly used tools are

scissors and cutter. A similar algorithm is applied to

simulate the behavior of the two tools. As shown in Fig.

2(a), when a collision between the scissors and a

deformable body (such as a muscle) is recognized and

the trainee performs a cutting operation, a tetrahedron

of the deformable body intersecting the triangle formed

by the three vertexes on the scissors blade is obtained.

After then, cutting is performed in two ways. First, the

intersecting tetrahedron of the deformable body is divided

into two tetrahedrons based on the crossed triangles of

the scissors (Fig. 3). However, using this method, the

Fig. 3. Results of the tetrahedron deformation in cutting simulation of scissors (a) Before cutting, (b) After cutting

Fig. 2. Flow chart of the cutting algorithm. (a) Cutting algorithm of scissors and (b) cutter
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constraint correction must be recalculated due to the

newly generated vertices, which is a time-consuming

process. The second method removes the intersecting

tetrahedron of the deformable body. In this case, real-

time execution is possible because it does not require

any burdensome operation.

Thread cutting simulation algorithm using cutter is

slightly different (Fig. 2(b)). The collision model of thread

consists of only point and line except the face. When a

trainee performs a cutting procedure, whether there is

a collision between the cutter and the thread is detected. If

a thread is located between the blades of the cutter, the

nearest edge between the two cutter blades is recognized.

Then, among the two points constituting the edge, a

point located farther away from the bone is defined as a

Cutting_Point. Finally, all points from the Cutting_Point

to the end of the thread not connected to the bone are

removed.

2. Shaving

Burrs, shavers and electrocautery are mainly used

for shaving in arthroscopic surgeries. The burr is used

to make the bone smooth, for example, flattening the

bone prior to nailing or trimming it. In contrast, the

shaver and the electrocautery serve to trim the surface

of muscles and tendons cut by a cutter and trim loose

tissue. Thus, different algorithms have been implemented

depending on the operation of these surgical tools (Fig. 4).

First, in Burr algorithm, the simulation recognizes

whether there is a collision between burr and bones,

and finds the center of the collision point. After then,

vertices that exist within a certain radius from the

center of the collision point are deformed according to

the bone hardness. Additional rendering models and

smoothing algorithms are also used to make the boundaries

between deformed vertices and neighbor vertices

inconspicuous. The mapping between the rendering model

and the transformation model is also applied.

The shaving of the shaver and electrocautery applies

the same algorithm. First, like burr, it detects the collision

and finds collided vertices. Next, the simulation transforms

the location of the vertices and remesh the neighboring

vertices. Finally, unlike burr, the shaver recalculates

the FEMForceField after the deformation is complete,

since the objective of deformation is elastic.

3. Drilling

Drilling is the act of creating anchor insertion position in

the bone prior to suturing the ruptured rotator cuff.

During the procedure, an operator inserts an awl into

the bone using a mallet outside the body. As shown in

Fig. 5, the drilling algorithm is implemented in two

ways. The first method is similar to the method for burr,

except that only one vertex is used for collision recognition.

When a collision is detected, the collision vertex and its

adjacent vertices are transformed together. 

Fig. 5. Flow chart for drillingFig. 4. Flow chart for shaving
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Unlike the first method, there are two more sophisticated

steps in the second method. The first step is to compare

the direction of the surgical tool with the deformation

direction. More specifically, the simulator determines

whether the vector values   f rom the tool tip to the center

point match the direction of deformation.

The next step is to make a hole in the bone surface by

adjusting the deformation ratio. This is implemented when

the two directions match in the first step. When the algorithm

is performed, vertices that are at a distance of the radius

of the tool from the center point move in the deformation

direction according to the deformation ratio. Specifically,

as the distance from the center increases, the deformation

ratio decreases, resulting in a concave shaped hole.

4. Grasping

Grasper and retriever which have pivoting jaws are

frequently used to grasp tissues in arthroscopic surgery.

As shown in Fig. 6, when a trainee attempts to grasping

motion, it is checked whether there is a collision between

the tool and the deformation model. If there is a collision,

the jaw of the tool is closed and a spring force field is

created between the tool and the nearest triangle of the

deformable model. If the distance between them is out

of Dist_Limit, the spring is removed. Dist_Limit is set

to 0.2 in this paper.

5. Suturing

Suturing is to fix the contracted muscles and tendons

to the humerus using a thread. As shown in Fig. 2,

suturing is performed using a scorpion needle, which

consists of three steps. The first is to connect the thread

and the tool (Fig. 7(a)), and then the tool grabs the soft

tissue (Fig. 7(b)). Finally, thread passes the muscle along a

penetrating path (Fig. 7(c),(d)).

The algorithm is shown in Fig. 8. The trainee

manipulates the tool using two button in this algorithm.

When trainee presses button 1, jaw of scorpion needle

is closed and the collision between the tool and an object

is detected. After the collision detection, the algorithm

is working differently depending on the type of objects.

Between tool and deformable model such as muscle,

grasping is performed. To be specific, the spring constraint

between the scorpion needle and muscles created if the

muscle is located between the jaw and tool. If the distance

between them is longer than Dist_limit_2 or button 1 is

released, the spring constraint is removed, and the tool

releases the muscle as a result. Dist_limit_2 is set to

0.2 in this paper. On the other hand, between the tool

and the thread, the closest point of thread to the tool is

obtained. If their distance is shorter than Dist_Limit_1,

then tool and the closest thread node is connected by a

spring constraint. Dist_limit_1 is set to 0.5 in this

Fig. 7. Suture procedure: (a) Connecting between scorpion needle and thread (b) Grasping tissue (c) Identification of suture

path of thread (d) Suturing results

Fig. 6. Flow chart for grasping algorithm
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algorithm.

As the final step, the thread passes through the

muscle, if button 2 is pressed while the two constraints

mentioned above still exist. If a collision between the

Fig. 8. Flow chart for suturing using scorpion needle
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tool and the muscle occurs, the penetrating path is

calculated. Specifically, the triangle of the muscle closest

to the point at the end of the tool and jaw is found,

respectively. Once two triangles are found, the center

point of each triangle is calculated. Then the node of

the thread connected to the tool moves to the position

of the point at the bottom of the muscle. Then, the node

located third from the above-mentioned node in the

direction far from the muscle is moved to the upper

point position. Finally, the remaining points of the thread

are placed at an interval of 0.1 along the direction of

the vector of the two points. The direction of the vector

is in the direction away from the muscle. Before the

placement of the nodes of the thread is complete, the

constraints between tool and thread is removed and

after the position of thread nodes is changed, spring

constraints between the triangles of muscle and thread

nodes are generated.

Fig. 9. Flow chart for knot tying using knot pusher
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6. Knot tying

In rotating cuff surgery, knot tying is to fasten the

thread which is penetrating from the retraction tissues

to the humerus using a knot. In general, the knot that

binds two threads is created outside of the body, and a knot

pusher is used to move the knot to a desired position.

As shown Fig. 9, the trainee operates the tool using

two buttons. One button is to connect threads to tool.

The Other button is to move the knot to a target position.

Once the button 1 is pressed, the number of threads

connected to the tool is counted. If it is less than two,

the thread is connected to the tool. In detail, the closest

point to the tool in thread model is obtained. If the

distance between them is smaller the Dist_limit, a spring

constraint between the tool and the thread is created.

To tie the knot, two threads should be connected to the

tool. Thus, this algorithm is repeated until grasping

two threads. With two threads, the knot is made between

threads and the spring constraints are generated among

them. Secondly, if button 2 is pressed, the presence of a

knot is checked. If there is a knot, it is moved until

reaching target, which is the position of the ninth node

from the muscle side of the thread. After the knot is

arrived at the desired position, the constraints between

tool and threads are removed.

IV. Results

The simulator implemented each task through SOFA-

based plug-ins. SOFA has a structure that divides a

complex simulation into several independently components.

The virtual environment of the 3D arthroscope used in

the experiment was generated from data of four actual

patients and consisted of bones, muscles, and tendons.

As shown in Fig. 10, it was composed of one muscle, one

tendon, and two bones. The two bones were modeled

with 6016 triangles and 3010 nodes, 134 triangles and

69 nodes, respectively. The muscle consisted of 627 nodes

and 2026 tetrahedrons, and the tendons were designed

using 398 nodes and 1261 tetrahedrons. Muscles and

tendons had a volumetric structure composed of tetrahedrons

because they have elasticity unlike bones. 

This experiment used an Intel Xeon E5-1660 v3, a

3.00 GHz CPU, 64 GB of RAM, and an NVIDIA Quadro

K4200 graphics card and used the keyboard and Phantom

Omni as an interface. In the simulation, the operation

was performed every 0.02 seconds. 

The results of six surgical operations using the 10

surgical tools are shown in Fig. 11(a) is the result of

cutting operation. The left column shows the situation

before the cutting operation, and the right column shows

the situation after cutting. Also, top row is the cutting

process of the scissors and bottom is one of the cutters.

As described above, after cutting, only the cut-out portion

of the muscle disappears. On the other hand, the thread

removes the part that is not connected to the bone from

the cut. (b) is the result of the shaving operation. From

the above, each row represents shaving operation of

burr, shaver, electrocautery. Such as cutting, the left

column shows the situation before shaving, and the

right one shows the situation after shaving. (c) shows

the result of drilling. The left image displays a situation

that a collision between the bone and the awl occurs

before performing the drilling operation. The middle

image shows a scene that holes are created in the bone

cause of the drilling operation. Finally, the right image

shows the situation that the anchor connected to the

thread fixed to the bone after the drilling operation is

completed. (d) is the result of grasping. The left image

shows that a grasper holds a muscle, and the right image

displays that a retriever grasps a thread. (e) shows the

process and result of the suturing operation. The left

image shows a thread connected to the scorpion needle

before suturing. The middle image shows a situation

that the scorpion needle grasped the position to suturing

in the muscle. The right image shows the bone and

Fig. 10. 3D model of arthroscopic imaging
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muscle connected through the thread after suturing is

completed, and the knot tying in the next step completely

fixes the muscle to the bone. (f) shows the process of

knot tying. The left top image shows the state that two

threads are fixed to the bone before knot tying. Next, the

right top image shows one thread hanging on the tool,

and the left bottom image displays that both threads are

connected to the tool and the knot is created. Finally, the

right bottom image is the result of knot tying by pulling

the tool and moving the knot to the desired position.

V. Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we implemented six operations - drilling,

shaving, cutting, grasping, suturing, and knot tying -

in the rotator cuff tears surgery with 10 surgical tools.

The proposed algorithm is intended to simulate surgical

tasks required for arthroscopic surgery in real-time with

minimal complexity. Particularly, training with this

simulation is highly educational because it used patient

data that actually requires surgery. After applying

textures or improving rendering, a user survey will be

conducted for face validation [25-26]. Also, according to

the opinion of physicians, the performance of the simulator

can be improved once we have refined the details of the

main elements of the simulation. Current implementation

focuses on essential visual and haptic simulation of the

surgical scene and necessary measures for formal training

system such as real-time evaluation of the trainee motion

for audio-visual feedback notifying incorrect move or

Fig. 11. Results of surgical training simulation (a) Procedure and result of cutting (b) shaving (c) drilling (d) grasping (e) suturing

(f) knot tying
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wrong task outside the surgery planning will be additionally

implemented. We also plan to conduct experiments on more

patient data than the four cases as mentioned above.

In addition, applying the advanced method to the

algorithm of this paper is expected to improve the accuracy

of the simulator while limiting the increase in complexity.

More specifically, the proposed algorithm does not adopt

a method of generating vertices in the deformable model

to avoid the complexity caused by the new constraints.

For the same reason, we also limited the number of

tetrahedrons that make up the deformable model. Therefore,

applying a method of separately updating only the

constraints of the changed parts makes it possible to

apply a more sophisticated deformable model composed

of more elements. As a result, the representation of the

simulation could have been smoother.

Finally, it is expected that improving the thread's

model will yield more realistic results. For fast computation,

we made a thread with points and edges and applied a

spring between points, unlike other models. However,

when the spring force between the points were too

strong, the muscle was exploded when the thread hit

the muscle. In order to prevent this, we limited the thread

speed, as mentioned above. Also, there is a limitation

in that texture cannot be applied to the thread. Thus, if

the thread is modeled with points, lines and faces, then

a more realistic result will be obtained.
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